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Abstract

The widespread application of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) requires the use of data acquisition units both for
monitoring system operation and control of its operation. In this paper, the development of a data acquisition system for
remote monitoring and control of RES plants is presented. It is based on the Client /Server architecture and it does not
require the physical connection of the monitored systems to the data collection server. This feature is essential in RES plants
since they are usually installed in inaccessible areas. The measured parameters are available on-line over the Internet to any
user.
   2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction for remote access to data and control[3], as illus-
trated in Fig. 2a. The data distribution system is

The recent growth of networks and especially the based on the Client /Server architecture, while the
spread of the Internet have boosted the development data transmission is carried out through the Internet.
of distributed measurement systems for a variety of A similar application is proposed in Ref.[4], where a
applications. Most distributed measurement systems master monitoring station is used to collect power
follow the Client /Server architecture[1,2], as out- and current related data from slave stations. Each
lined in Fig. 1. According to this architecture, one or slave station monitors the operation of a power
more instruments are connected to a measuring system and transmits the collected data to a server
station, which operates as a server, while the ac- station, through a serial port interface, as depicted in
quired data are available through a network to the Fig. 2b. The clients retrieve the data through an
clients. Intranet network.

Regarding power networks monitored by SCADA Another interesting application area of distributed
systems, distributed measurement systems are used measurement systems is the remote control of instru-

ments[5], as illustrated inFig. 3. According to this
topology, a number of instruments are connected to a
server station using standard interfaces such as the*Corresponding author. Tel.:1 30-28210-37213; fax:1 30-
VXI-11, the IEEE-488 and the RS-232 protocols.28210-37530.

E-mail address: koskal@electronics.tuc.gr(K. Kalaitzakis). The clients communicate with the server using the
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Fig. 1. Distributed measurement system based on Client /Server
architecture.

Internet. In an alternative configuration shown inFig.
4, a number of sensors and actuators are connected
to network nodes using the IEEE-1451.2 standard
interface, while the network nodes communicate
with each other by means of an Ethernet network and
a gateway interconnects the Ethernet with the Inter- Fig. 2. Distributed measurement systems for power networks: (a)
net by means of the TCP/ IP protocol[6]. The client Internet-based data transmission and (b) data transmission using

an Intranet.applications monitor and control the instrumentation
through the Internet. A different approach is pro-
posed in Ref.[7], where the data collected from a
sender are transmitted to receivers over a network
using a real-time protocol [Real-time Transport (MC ) responsible for performing the requestedj

Protocol /RTP Control Protocol (RTP/RTCP)] in measurement.
order to provide guaranteed quality of service (QoS). A common characteristic of all distributed systems

A different distributed measurement systems con- described above, is that the process or instrument
cept is networking of remote laboratories[8], mainly under control must be physically connected to the
developed for teaching purposes, where several Server Measuring Station via either a network, a
measurement laboratories, distributed over a wide serial communication port or a standard interface
geographic area, are linked through the Internet, as (e.g. IEEE-488).
shown in Fig. 5. The students have access to the Nowadays, the wide application of Renewable
instruments over the Internet through the General Energy Sources (RES) requires the use of data
Server (GS), which in turn communicates with the acquisition units for both monitoring the system
corresponding Local Controller (LC ). The last for- operation and evaluating performance[9]. An im-i

wards the request to the Measurement Controller portant characteristic of RES systems is that they are
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Fig. 3. Distributed measurement system for remote control of instruments.

  

Fig. 4. Distributed measurement system with sensors and ac-
tuators connected to network nodes using the IEEE-1451.2
interface standard.

Fig. 5. Distributed measurement system for teaching purposes.

usually installed in geographically remote areas,
where telephone lines and computer networks are, in
most situations, not available. Furthermore, in the
case of large RES plants, control of output power is control is presented. The proposed system architec-
of major importance, due to power system stability ture is illustrated inFig. 6. All interesting signals at
and safety requirements. The RES data acquisition every remote RES station, such as photovoltaic
units developed so far[10,11] are designed only to voltage and current, irradiation, wind speed, etc. are
store acquired data either on a local computer or on a measured with a local data acquisition unit and the
remote database, usually via a telephone line, where acquired data are transmitted to the corresponding
data from several other RES systems are also stored. RES-Collector unit by means of an RF link and a

In this paper, the development of a data acquisi- serial port. Sequentially, the data are transmitted to
tion system for RES systems remote monitoring and the main Server unit (RES-Server) using an Ethernet
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Fig. 6. The proposed system diagram: (a) the data acquisition unit and (b) the distributed data networking system.

type network or the Internet. The clients can retrieve system architecture is described in detail in Section
the data from all RES stations through the Internet, 2, while a laboratory implementation of the proposed
using the developed Applet interface. The proposed system is described in Section 3.
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2 . The system architecture RS-232 serial interface. The data are formed in
packets starting with the character ‘s’ and ending

The proposed system block diagram is depicted in with the character ‘e’. Each packet contains three
Fig. 6 and consists of four parts: identical streams of bytes. Each stream consists of as

many byte sequences as the total number of mea-
• A number of data acquisition units (Fig. 6a), each sured signals. Each sequence contains a byte corre-

connected to a set of sensors mounted on the RES sponding to the measured signal ID number and the
system collects the desired data and communi- bytes corresponding to its value. The values are
cates with the corresponding RES-Collector via transmitted three times within the packet, so the
an RF transceiver. RES-Collector is able to detect possible transmission

• A number of computers each equipped with: (a) errors and reject the corrupted packets.
an RF transceiver connected to its RS-232 port The RES-Collector program flowchart is shown in
and (b) an interconnection to an Ethernet network Fig. 7. The program input parameters are: (a) the
or to the Internet. A program responsible for the RES-Collector and RES-Server communication port
collection of data from each RES station (RES- numbers, (b) the RES-Collector serial port number,
Collector) runs on each computer (Fig. 6b). (c) the serial port transfer rate and (d) the maximum

• A computer interconnected to the Internet, run- time allowed for the RES-Collector waiting without
ning a program which collects data from all RES- receiving data before it restarts, in the case of
Collectors and properly routes them to the users malfunction. Initially, a buffer for input data storage
(RES-Server) (Fig. 6b) and and a suitable socket for the RES-Server communi-

• A number of users’ computers interconnected to cation are created. The buffer stores a packet of data
the Internet, which display the data using any as defined above. Since the RES-Collector has to
browser, by means of the presentation interface operate independently from the RES-Server, the
(RES-Applet) (Fig. 6b). socket created is of ServerSocket type, waiting for

connection from a RES-Server socket. When new
For universality reasons, all software running on data are available on the serial port, a new event is

the above-mentioned computers should be able to triggered and the data input is started. Subsequently,
run on any machine, regardless of the operating the received characters are transformed to integer
system and the CPU used (platform independency). and real numbers, corresponding to IDs and values,
Thus, the Java language was used throughout the respectively. The program checks for the integrity of
software development, which is also a very efficient the received data packets according to the following
language for network programming. A detailed de- protocol:
scription follows for each program developed.

• The accepted characters within a packet are: ‘0’–
2 .1. The RES-Collector ‘9’, ‘ 1 ’, ‘ 2 ’ and the comma symbol,

• All packets must start with character ‘s’ and end
The RES-Collector units are located usually in with the character ‘e’,

geographically remote areas, so they must be opera- • A received number, ID or data value, is accepted
tionally independent from the RES-Server. In addi- only if there are at least two identical occurrences
tion, the RES-Collector unit must be able to receive within a packet,
data reliably even in noisy environments, such as the • The IDs received must be within 0 and MAX,
environment of a RES plant. The RES-Collector where MAX is the total number of signals
communicates with the RES data acquisition system measured by all RES-Collectors and
via an RF link. The RF transceiver on the RES plant • Any packet containing data not fulfilling the
side broadcasts the sampled data, while the RF above requirements is rejected.
transceiver on the RES-Collector side forwards the
received data to the RES-Collector unit through its The data transmission to the RES-Server is carried
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Fig. 7. The RES-Collector program flowchart.

out with a thread (RES-Collector thread inFig. 7) with the RES-Collectors, the program is ready to
having a 200 ms repetition time, over an Ethernet communicate with any user by means of the RES-
network or the Internet, using the TCP/IP protocol. Applet. If a user requests connection, a new client
The repetition time selected is a trade-off between socket and a new thread (RES-Applet-thread) are
CPU loading and system response time. created. The data stored in the buffer are transmitted

over the Internet using the TCP/IP protocol in
regular intervals, according to the transmission speed

2 .2. The RES-Server set.

The RES-Server unit collects the data from all
available RES-Collectors and transmits them over 2 .3. The RES-Applet
the Internet to any remote user. All incoming data
are labeled with the RES-Collector identification and The program required to display the measurements
the date. on the remote user computer (RES-Applet) is de-

The Server program flowchart is illustrated inFig. veloped according to the Sun Applet format. It is
8. The program input parameters are: (a) the number also written in Java language and it is executed on
of interconnected RES-Collectors, (b) their identifi- the user computer when the corresponding Web page
cation numbers (IP addresses) and (c) the transmis- is invoked. Then, all collected data are displayed in a
sion rate to the RES-Applet. Initially, a buffer storing graphical environment.
the incoming data and a new thread for every RES- The RES-Applet flowchart is shown inFig. 9.
Collector in operation is created. Each RES-Collec- Initially, the graphic interface objects are set up and
tor-thread creates a new socket for connection with a client socket is created to establish communication
the corresponding RES-Collector, with a 50 ms with the RES-Server. The rest of the program, which
repetition time, receives the incoming data and stores performs the data import and display, is executed as
them simultaneously (a) in the buffer for transmis- a thread with a 200 ms repetition time. The repetition
sion over the Internet and (b) in a file on the time selected is a trade-off between user CPU
RES-Server’s disk. After settling the interconnection loading and display refresh rate.
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Fig. 8. The RES-Server program flowchart.

3 . An implementation example

A fully functional distributed measurement system
based on the above-described architecture is im-
plemented at the Technical University of Crete

 campus. A detailed description of the system fol-
lows.

A number of meteorological and electrical param-
eters are monitored at a remote RES system, consist-
ing of a wind generator, two photovoltaic arrays, a
battery system, battery chargers and inverters, using
a suitable laboratory-built data acquisition unit,
which communicates with a RES-Server unit by
means of an RF link. The parameters measured are:
(a) voltage and current of both photovoltaic arrays,
(b) the wind generator voltage, current and rotational
speed, (c) the batteries voltage and current, (d) wind
speed and direction, (e) ambient temperature,
humidity, atmospheric pressure and global solar
irradiation and (g) temperature, heat flux and water
content of the soil. The data acquisition unit trans-
mits a complete set of the above measured data every
1 min. Since the change rate of the measured signals
is low, this transmission rate is adequate.

Fig. 9. The RES-Applet program flowchart. The distance between the RES plant and the RES-
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Fig. 10. The RES-Applet interface.

Collector unit is approximately 200 m, covered by server. This feature is essential in most RES systems
the RF link. Both, the RES-Collector and the RES- since they are usually installed in inaccessible areas.
Server programs are running on a PC with the Furthermore, the data are distributed over the
Windows NT operating system, which also runs the Internet to any remote user. The measurements can
Web server of the laboratory. All the above-men- be retrieved by means of a properly developed
tioned data are available to any user, simply invok- Applet interface by simply visiting the laboratory
ing the laboratory Web page (http: / /www.el- Web page.
ci.tuc.gr). The interface appearing on the user display A fully functional implementation of the above
is presented inFig. 10. The users can select or described distributed measurement system is oper-
deselect the measurements they are interested in. ating in our Institution and the data are available

over the Internet (http: / /www.elci.tuc.gr).
The proposed system can be easily extended to

4 . Conclusions perform remote control of the RES system, for users
authorized for such a function.
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